
STATE OF NEW YORK
SUPREME COURT: COUNTY OF CORTLAND

VICTOR LAMOUREAUX, on behalf of FRIENDS
FOR RESPONSIBLE VESTAL ZONING,
an unincorporated Association, AFFIRMATION OF

Petitioner, SARAH GRACE CAMPBELL

against

Index No.: EF22-260

TOWN OF VESTAL TOWN BOARD; LCD RJI No.: 2022-0160-M

ACQUISITIONS, LLC; and BHL VENTURES, LLC

Respondents.

STATE OF NEW YORK )

) SS.:

COUNTY OF BROOME )

Sarah Grace Campbell, Esq., under penalty of perjury, affirms and states:

1. I am an attorney licensed to practice in the State of New York. I am Special Counsel at the

Law Firm of Hinman, Howard & Kattell, LLP, attomeys for the Respondents LCD

Acquisitions, LLC and BHL Ventures, LLC ("Applicants"). As such I am fully familiar

with the facts and circumstances of this case.

2. This Affirmation is made in opposition to Petitioners Article 78 proceeding.

3. I make this Affirmation on direct knowledge, except where I indicate that it is upon

information and belief.

BACKGROUND

4. In March of 2019, this project commenced with an application for Planned Unit

Development ("PDD") designation for a multi-unit residential project on forty-two (42)

acres of land on Bunn Hill Road.
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5. A PDD is intended to provide for residential, commercial, industrial or other land uses, or

a mix thereof, in which economies of scale, creative architecture or planning concepts and

open space preservation may be achieved by a developer. See NYS Town Law §261-C. In

the overwhelming majority of development applications involving a PDD (also referred to

as "Zone Change"), the process is a two-step one. The first step is the submission of the

zone change application to the legislative body for consideration of the zone change. Once

the zone change is approved and the development project is legally permitted to move

forward, detailed plans and engineering specifications are presented for site plan review.

6. The reasoning for this two-step process is that a developer is generally unable to devote

the resources necessary to design and engineer a project for a specific location until they

know that the project is at least possible pursuant to the zoning regulations.

7. That is precisely the path that this project initially took.

8. In March of 2019 the project was discussed with the Town Board, Some development work

had been done even at that early point including review by the Department of Parks,

Recreation and Historic Preservation (no impact on archeological or historic resources), a

layout plan, a general utility plan, a general grading plan, a general storm water plan, a

detention plan and erosion control plan. A Short Environmental Assessment Form was

provided to the Town Board for purposes of the PDD process only.

9. This application followed the process set forth in Division 3 §24-531-24-537 of the Town

of Vestal code for a PDD.
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10. A PDD is found in practically all municipal zoning regulations. These provisions allow the

legislative body the opportunity to review and approve a project that might not otherwise

comply with the underlying zoning regulations.

11. Specifically, §24-531 of the Town of Vestal Code provides that a residential, commercial

or industrial planned development district or combination thereof may be established in

any district of the Town for the purpose of promoting integrated site planning of tracts of

land ten (10) acres or more in area.

12. This Section of the Town of Vestal Code appears to have been adopted in 1966. Again,

this is a very common land use tool which allows the elected officials flexibility in

considering projects of ten or more acres which might not otherwise comply with the

underlying zoning regulations.

13. A PDD is an opportunity for elected officials to recognize changes in values, patterns and

respond accordingly to municipal needs.

14. As part of the Town of Vestal PDD process, a referral to the Town Planning Board is

required.

15. Subsequent to the Town Board's receipt of the application for PDD designation in March

of 2019, the Town Board had its first public discussion of the project on April 10, 2019.

This was principally a formal introduction of the project to the Town Board at a public

meeting. The Town Board referred the application to the Town Planning Board for their

review and recommendation. Also in that timeframe, the Town referred the application to

the County Planning Board.
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16. In early May of 2019, the Broome County Planning Board responded to the referral with

several concems and requested a substantial amount of additional information. In order to

address those concerns, Applicants withdrew their application.

17. Applicants began more detailed engineering design and analysis of the project site in

anticipation of filing a new application. In January of 2020, a revised application was

provided to the Town of Vestal still seeking to address the zone change to PDD separately

from the site plan process. This submission included representative photographs, a

schematic of the project, a short Environmental Assessment Form (for zone change only),

a traffic analysis, a wetlands analysis, a wildlife analysis, a colored site plan and a line of

sight analysis. The project was then referred again to the County Planning Board in late

January and a new referral document was provided back to the Town dated March 13,

2020. Also in March of 2020, the application for zone change was sent to the Town

Planning Board for recommendation.

18. Now in the middle of the Covid-19 Pandemic, the Town Planning Board met in March and

August of 2020 and allowed public comment on the project.

19. On August 26, 2020 the Planning Board sent a unanimous letter recommending approval

of the project to the Town Board with recommended conditions and some outstanding

items that they asked the Town Board to address with the Applicant.

20. On September 1, 2020, Applicant's attorney provided a letter to the Planning Board

regarding an actual vote on the recommendation letter of approval to the Town Board and

on September 1, 2020 the Town Planning Board voted and unanimously approved their

August 26, 2020 letter of recommendation of approval to the Town Board.
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21. On December 9, 2020, the Town Board called for a public hearing on Local Law A of

2021, for January 13, 2021.

22. On December 28, 2020, Applicant's supplied a letter to the Town Board responding to the

questions and concerns noted from the Town Planning Board's recommendations and also

provided at that time a Full Environmental Assessment Form (FEAF).

23. A FEAF is used when an agency has determined that a SEQR review is necessary and they

have identified the project as a Type I Actions.

24. The FEAF is comprised of three parts. Part 1 is completed by the Applicant. It provides

details that will help the reviewing agency understand the location, size, type and

environmental characteristics of the proposed project. The information in Part 1 is used by

the reviewing agency to complete Part 2 and Part 3.

25. Part 2 of the FEAF is completed by the Lead Agency (Town Board in this case). Part 2 is

designed to help the Lead Agency inventory all potential resources that could be effected

by a proposed project or action. The questions in Part 2 of the FEAF recognize that the

Lead Agency reviewers will not necessarily be environmental professionals. The questions

are designed to walk the reviewer through the assessment process by providing a series of

questions that can be answered using the information found in Part 1. When Part 2 is

completed, the Lead Agency will have identified the relevant environmental areas that may

be impacted by the proposed activity.

26. Part 2 asks the reviewing agency to identify if an impact will occur and if so, what the size

of that impact will be. A proposed action could have no impact on the environment or an
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impact could be small or moderate to large. In Part 2 of the FEAF, moderate and large

impacts are considered together.

27. Once the agency has determined that a potential impact may occur, they also need to decide

if that impact will be small or moderate to large. This decision will be based on the

magnitude of the potential impact. Magnitude is not just the physical size of the project in

feet or acres. Magnitude also considers the scale in context of a proposed project and

severity of that project's impact.

28. Scale refers to both the size and the intensity of the project. This can be measured in the

overall size of the project site, the size and number of buildings, amount of traffic that will

be generated, or the amount of land to be cleared and graded in relation to the entire parcel

size.

29. Context refers to conditions on the project site and its relation to adjacent parcels,

neighborhood and community as a whole.1

30. The December 28, 2020 letter asked the Town Board to consider taking Lead Agency

Status for purpose of the State Environmental Quality Review Act (SEQR) because at this

time, almost two (2) years from the initial submission, Applicants believed there to be

sufficient environmental design, engineering and supporting documentation to enable the

Town Board to complete a thorough SEQR Review.

Paragraphs 23-29, which explains the SEQR process, are drawn fmm the NYS DEC FEAF Workbook at
Pages 1, 119-122 and 282, DEC.ny.gov/permits/91614.html
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31. The Town Board did in fact declare itself Lead Agency at their January 13, 2021 meeting

and provided notice of that desire to the other involved agencies. This resulted in all other

agencies consenting to the Town Board Lead Agency status on or about March 3, 2021.

32. On January 13, 2021, the Town Board held its first of three public hearings regarding this

project. Many people spoke.

33. As is common in development projects, the Full Environmental Assessment Form

("FEAF") was initially reviewed by the Town Engineer and Town Board Members.

34. Various modifications were made to the full EAF during this review process.

35. Portions of the FEAF are extremely technical in nature and can only be fully evaluated by

a licensed professional. Generally speaking, that licensed professional is an engineer.

36. The Town Board relied upon the Town Engineer to review, comment and request

modifications to various sections of the FEAF. These back and forth modifications resulted

in a revised Amended FEAF in February of 2021.

37. The Town Board continued their public hearing process on March 24, 2021 for a number

of hours in which numerous people spoke. Everyone who wanted to be heard was heard at

this hearing.

38. The Town Board closed their public hearing on March 24, 2021 and began their review

and analysis of Part 2 of the FEAF.

39. The Town Board reviewed Part 2 of the FEAF at both their March 24, 2021 and April 14,

2021 meetings.

40. Of the eighteen (18) questions in Part 2, there were four (4) that were identified as having

potentially moderate to large impacts.
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41. These were; impacts on plants and animals (question #7), impact on transportation

(question #13), consistency with community plan (question #17), and consistency with

community character (question #18) on Part 2 of the FEAF.

42. There are 129 subparts to questions 1 through 18. Of those subparts, the Town Board

identified six (6) that they felt warranted further review.

43. Petitioner's allegations that the Town Board failed to take a "hard
look"

at the potential

environmental issues associated with this project is patently untrue. This Town Board spent

as least eight (8) hours in 2021 taking public testimony and reviewing all the information

and documentation submitted in their completion of the FEAF Part 2 and several more

hours in 2022 approving the project again.

. 44. The comments made by Town Board Members during the public hearings and meetings

demonstrated exhaustive review of all of the materials submitted to them. For the Court's

convenience, I have highlighted below a number of locations in the Record where the

Board carefully and thoughtfully analyzed each and every question which was identified

as having the potential for an environmental impact.

45. In reviewing both the 3/24/21 (Exhibit 23) and 4/14/21 (Exhibit 27) meeting minutes, it

is clear that the March 2021 meeting, when the Board began their Part 2 review, could be

fairly characterized as a preliminary review which included identification of potentially

significant impacts and elimination of potential impact not deemed relevant or important

for further consideration.
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46. At the 4/14/21 meeting, the Board conducted a more directed and vigorous review of the

impacts which had been identified previously as having a potential for significant impact.

(Exhibit 27, 4/14/21 verbatim meeting minutes at Page 11, Line 4-13):

"Board members, if you recall at the last meeting we reviewed Part 2 of the

Environmental Assessment Form and there were-several of the items were

indicated for impacts. Upon further review of the indicated questions, on most

of those there were no or small impact set forth; however, I think this is an

appropriate time to review again the items that were identified in Part 2 as have-

maybe having an impact.

L IMPACT ON LAND (FEAF #1)

47. (Exhibit 27, 4/14/21 verbatim minutes Line 6-Page 13, Line-15):

Councilman Ellis, Town Attorney Berger, Mr. Myers (Town Engineer), Councilman

Fletcher and Councilwoman Messina have a detailed conversation about the project site of 43 acres

only having 25 disturbed and 17 remaining green.

Councilman Ellis at the (Exhibit 27, 4/14/21 meeting minutes, Page 13, Line 4-11):

"Well again, I think in the grand scheme of the sizable lot, I believe that they're preserving, from

everything I've seen from their drawings, enough green space and enough barrier between the rest

of the neighborhood that to me what I've seen submitted by them so far is
acceptable."

48. (Exhibit 27, 4/14/21 verbatim minutes Page 14, Line 10-Page 15, Line 1):

Supervisor Schaffer: "John Schaffer here. I went up and walked the land. I

checked with the engineer on the core samples that were taken up there, the

depth of the bedrock, depth of-of what the building's going to have to be placed

on if there--if they were to be built. I checked--I've checked their storm water
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thing, I've walked over to that. I walked as much of the creek as I could; very
dangerous up in there. And I can't see from what I've read, and I haven't--I have

an extensive construction background, that what is proposed could work in that

area. Just--I'm not telling you one way or the other, but I'm saying just looking
at the plans, looking at the ground, everything is acceptable on that part and

what's been--what's been
accepted."

II. IMPACT ON SURFACE WATER (FEAF #3)

49. (Exhibit 27, 4/14/21 verbatim meeting minutes Page 15, Line 20-Page 18, Line 15):

A discussion between Town Attomey Berger, Councilwoman Fitzgerald, Supervisor

Schaffer, Town Engineer Vern Myers, Councilman Fletcher.

Mr. Berger: "There were some wetlands delineated and as you all know, having
done these re-zonings before, that the code of-U.S. Army Corps of Engineer

authorization is required for them to build on--wetlands, so I don't know if you

have any concerns about
that."

Supervisor Schaffer: "Vern, do you want to speak to
that?"

Mr. Myers: "Vem Myers Town Engineer. Any time a project disturbs a wetland

it is reviewed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and we should get a

jurisdictional site visit and a review of those plans if the project moves forward,
and basically we would defer any decisions to the Army Corps and DEC

regarding the mitigation. Normally mitigation projects require one and a half

times, or even two times more wetlands to be replaced, built, banked, which we

don't have the bank in this area obviously, but so any permanent disturbance or

loss of wetlands would be remedied by a mitigation
plan."

Councilman Fletcher: "so, Vern, given your experience with wetlands and

understanding the makeup of the land that's there on Bunn Hill, the property,

what type of mitigation could potentially create a greater concern, one

specifically to the
Town?"

Mr. Myers: "You know, when there's a loss of wetlands, usually in my
experience, and I've, in a former career I had a lot of experience in the

environmental field with wetland mitigations with my former company.

Normally, you try and, A, attach and expand an existing wetland rather than

build a new wetland, but a new wetland could be built. The wetland could be

incorporated with the storm water plan. That's something for the developers to

present to the Army Corps and DEC and to the Town. Generally, it's just

important to keep the hydrology of the water so that you're feeding the current

wetland, and any expansion doesn't disturb the habitat. So my opinion is that
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yes, there's ample area to keep green and remedy the loss of wetlands with new

wetland areas. Thank
you."

49a) Exhibit 49, 4/27/2022 verbatim meeting minutes Page 8, Line 18-Page 9, Line 20):

Sarah Campbell: "There have been no changes to the Project, no modifications

or anything else. The only thing we have provided to the Town Engineer is an

update with respect to the wetland mitigation. So just to refresh your

recollection, there's just under a half acre of wetland disturbance which will

require the purchase of one wetland credit from the mitigation bank. There will

be no on-site mitigation. The applicant will be purchasing the credit from the

wetland trust group and not doing any on-site
mitigation..."

A letter was provided to Vern from the wetland mitigation bank showing availability of 22

credits, we only need 1.

IIL IMPACT ON PLANTS AND ANIMALS (FEAF #7)

50. (Exhibit 27, 4/14/21 meeting minutes Page 18, Line 17-Page 20, Line 14):

Detailed conversation with Councilman Fletcher, Councilman Ellis and Attorney Berger

regarding recommendation from wildlife study that tree removal take place in a seasonal window.

From Jason Ellis: "The report given to us by Ecological Analysis, LLC that tree

removal should take place between November 1st through March 31st [when

bats hibernate in caves] and also the conclusion from this expert that although

there would be temporary displacement of animals during construction, that

there's plenty of habitat that still remains on undeveloped portions of the

pmperty and offsite the project that would allow free movement of any species

that might be
disturbed."

IV. IMPACT ON AESTHETIC RESOURCES (FEAF #9)

51. (Exhibit 23, 3/24/21 verbatim meeting minutes Page 67, Line 14-25).

52. (Exhibit 27, 4/14/21 verbatim meeting minutes Page 20, Line 17-Page 22, Line 18).

General conversation between Town Attorney, Councilman Fletcher, Councilwoman

Messina and Supervisor Schaffer regarding the physical orientation of the project site downhill
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from the road, sight line analysis provided by the Applicant showing limited visual impact, the

cottage style constmetion, and the overall aesthetically pleasing nature of the proposal.

V. IMPACT ON TRANSPORTATION (FEAF #13)

(This was perhaps one of the most well considered topics in Part 2 of the FEAF and

throughout the project review and approval process).

53. Two traffic reports were provided with respect to this project by the Applicant. An initial

report was provided and an update to incorporate weekend traffic as requested by the Town

Board. In both of those traffic reports, the traffic engineer determined the following:

"The proposed apartments are a minor traffic generator during the morning,

evening and Saturday peak hours. The existing traffic volumes on Bunn Hill

Road south of the campus are low, providing ample capacity to accommodate

the projected traffic. The majority of the traffic generated will travel between

the campus and the site. While the development may have some minor impacts

on traffic operations at the Route 434 intersection, these can be addressed

through periodic signal timing adjustments that NYSDOT regularly makes.

There are ample gaps in traffic to accommodate the development, and good sight

lines looking north and south from the driveway to provide safe access. There

are no mitigation measures
recommended."

(Exhibit 16).

These reports and technical analysis are included as part of the Record and were reviewed

by the Town Board, Town Engineer and the County Department of Transportation. No

professional found any fault or challenged the conclusion of the Applicant's Traffic Engineer.

There was no other expert analysis presented with respect to traffic whatsoever. The only

information provided over this multiple year review was anecdotal and generalized community

observation and objection.

54. The potential traffic impacts were reviewed at the (Exhibit 23, 3/24/21 Town Board

meeting at Page 68, Line 23-Page 70, Line 16).
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Each of the sub questions was reviewed and there was reference to the traffic studies, the

number of parking spaces, and the issue of lack of sidewalks in the area.

55. At the 4/14/21 meeting the potential impacts on transportation were further evaluated.

(Exhibit 27, Page 22, Line 19-Page 30, Line 1):

This dialogue among the Board members included a detailed conversation regarding

emergency vehicle access and traffic, probable transportation patterns from the proposed project

in relation to overall transportation in the area, and review of the traffic study which indicated that

there are plenty of gaps in traffic flow, signal retiming if necessary, the updated traffic study which

included traffic analysis of Saturday and weekend peak times, fire department and emergency

preemptors that can modify signals for quicker access, accessibility of driveway locations, the

commitment by developer as part of the application to provide a private bus service to various

popular locations from the project, the undesirability of sidewalks based on the construction of

Bunn Hill Road and the lack of connection to other sidewalks and the historical observation of

Town Board Members regarding very little foot traffic on Bunn Hill Road generally.

VL CONSISTENCY WITH COMMUNITY PLANS (FEAF #17).

56. This topic was reviewed and analyzed by the Board both at their 3/24/21 meeting initially

and extensively at their 4/14/21meeting beginning on (Exhibit 27, Page 31, Line31-Page

38, Line 2).

In this conversation the Town Attomey and the Board members discussed the

purpose of the overlay district. Supervisor Schaffer noted that the PDD

legislation was adopted in 1966 and it provided the Board discretion before it

went to any lay Board on a project allowing elected officials to make the

decision, popular, or unpopular. This went into a conversation regarding spot

zoning which followed with Supervisor Schaffer and Councilman Ellis.

Councilman Ellis specifically notes at (Exhibit 27, Page 32 beginning at Line
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20) that although the area is largely residential, this project is residential as well.

He does acknowledge that it is denser but states that "we're not putting a strip
mall up there; we're not putting in a grocery

store."
Councilman Ellis notes that

"in my opinion, it does fit into the character of the residential neighborhood up
there."

He further discusses the neighboring SUNY Binghamton dorms and the

density of buildings on the neighboring University Campus. "I don't' believe that

it's a student housing project in my opinion. It's something that is open that I

think we need to attract people to stay
here."

(Exhibit 27, Page 33, Line 10-13).

Councilman Fletcher provides an analysis of spot zoning and indicates his

personal research on the topic. He states that he did not believe this project

qualifies as spot zoning because it is not an "unjustified exception". "It provides

a benefit from a tax revenue perspective; it allows public sewer to be brought up
over 4,000 feet up Bunn Hill Road; it gives the --opportunity for the expansion

of public water; it meets the environmental needs of beginning to eliminate the

needs of septic
systems."

"While there is a difference from what's currently

there, I don't believe it's one that meets that - that particular - my
interpretation of what spot zoning

represents."
(Exhibit 27, Page 34, Line 8 to

Line 23).

Councilman Fletcher continued to discuss the fact that the Town of Vestal does

not have a comprehensive plan and notes that "the County Plan was done back

in 2010, over 10 years ago and at that time they identified that the mix in Vestal

single family residential and multi-family residential was about 85/17 percent

split That was identified with Vestal having a significantly lower ratio of single

family residential to multi-family residential than any other surrounding
municipality. The County Plan in 2010 commented that the plan recognized the

need for jobs and modern varied housing types to attract specific stakeholders

critical to growth. In my opinion, that's what this type of development project

offers". See 4/14/21 meeting minutes at Page 35, Line 1-16.

VH. CONSISTENCY WITH COMMUNITY CHARACTER (FEAF #18).

57. Beginning on (Exhibit 27, Page 38 of the 4/14/21 meeting minutes Line 14) Councilman

Ellis notes that of the 42 acres, ten will contain roads, buildings and other paved or

impervious areas with the balance being left as greenspace noting that this is not a large

footprint of buildings or blacktop.

Councilwoman Messina notes that because of the large amount of greenspace it

will also contribute to keeping the environment somewhat intact, mitigating the

environmental impact. (Exhibit 27, Page 39, Line 1-5).
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Councilman Fletcher noted the development plan for cottage style stmetures that

would be varied in heights, varied in sizes, varied textures, varied colors and

will present a view of what a traditional neighborhood would look like unlike a

series of fifty-five (55) or sixty (60) identical townhouses. (Exhibit 27, Page 39,

Line 6 and Line 14.)

58. Thereafter, Town Attorney Berger discussed the recommendations from the Town

Planning Board, each of which was read into the Record.

(Exhibit 27, On Page 43 Line 2) Supervisor Shaffer notes "That if this process

moves forward, we're going to have sewer, the Town will put water up the rest

of Bunn Hill. And Tve been in contact with NY SEG, they're willing to bring gas

up there. At this point, when we get to Fuller Hollow Road, we can loop our

whole water system, which would be a good thing for all involved, our water

department, our fire department. We can have fire hydrants coming up Bunn

Hill. I mean there's just a whole - a whole lot - there's this thing called ISO

rating that you pay your -your fire insurance on your house, that's going to

drop significantly if indeed we have water coming up from the bottom".

(Exhibit 27, Page 43 Line 2-Line 17).

59. Exercising their desire to take a "hard
look"

at the project's potential environmental issues,

the Town Board decided not to take a vote at this meeting. They decided to wait two (2)

additional weeks to "come back to everybody involved with any more questions you might

have...".

Councilwoman Messina notes "I think we've had some great discussion tonight

but I think that we need to take the opportunity to fully read everything that we

have and consider what we've discussed and reconvene on the 28th". (Exhibit

27, Page 44, Line 12-18).

60. Although comments regarding the Part 2 analysis were made by many different members

of the Town Board, members were always free to speak up regarding their agreement or

disagreement with the consensus. We ask the Court to recognize that this was a dynamic

process which reflected consensus not only verbally but also by head shakes and lack of

comment or objection.

(Exhibit 23, 3/24/21 Verbatim Minutes. Page 57 1. 4-5):
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Mr. Berger-I believe that's a yes. Do you all agree?

Numerous responses throughout the meeting
"yes"

and
"no"

to the Part 2

questions and sub-questions.

(Exhibit 27, 4/14/21 Verbatim Minutes. Page 11 1. 15-17):

Mr. Berger-Did any of the Board Members have any further discussion about

those issues addressed or how those issues were addressed? (referring to impact

on land) (repeated for all questions).

61. The Board next met on April 28, 2021. An additional opportunity was permitted for the

public to speak and Petitioner and Petitioner's attorney did speak as did other members of

the public.

62. At the 4/28/21 meeting beginning on Page 18, Line 18 (Exhibit 27), Attorney Berger at

the request of the Board, prepared and read a draft resolution with regard to the

environmental significance of the project. (Exhibit 27, Page 19, Line 5-Page 22, Line 18).

(Documents at Exhibits 33 & 34).

63. The motion was called for a Negative Declaration seconded and a unanimous

determination made by the Board. The Board unanimously decided that a negative

determination of environmental significance would be issued.

64. The Part 3 Evaluation of Magnitude and knportance of Project Impacts and Determination

of Significance accurately reflects the evaluation by the Board of Part 2 of the EAF and

thoroughly sets forth their reasons for the Negative Declaration. (Exhibits 33 & 34).

65. Part 3 gives the reviewing agency an opportunity to examine the proposed project in

relation to the potential impacts and identify if any mitigations have been included to the

project plans. For many proposed projects, many of the identified impacts can be or already

are mitigated by changes or certain project components. See DEC FEAF Workbook at Page

282.
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66. Whereafter, the Board passed unanimously Local Law A rezoning the subject property to

the Planned Development District designation. Each and every Board Member identified

their thorough review of every document that had been provided to them by the Applicant,

by community members, by the Petitioner's and their representatives and by everything

contained in the Record regarding this project.

67. On June 23rd, 2001 RVZ filed an Article 78 P oceeding challenging the SEQR Negative

Declaration and subsequent passage of Local Law 3-2021 which granted a PDD

designation to the subject properties.

68. By Order dated February 23, 2022 this Court vacated the Board's resolution for their failure

to officially adopt their written reasoned elaboration prior to their SEQR Negative

Declaration. The Court also vacated Local Law 3 of 2021 adopted thereafter,

69. By letter dated March 15, 2022 to the Town Board, Applicant/Respondent requested that

the project be heard again to correct the errors identified by the Court (Exhibit 41).

70. Thereafter Local Law 1 of 2022 was prepared by the Town Attorney. (Exhibit 51).

71. A public hearing was called by the Town Board on March 23, 2022 and properly noticed

by the Town Clerk on March 20, 2022 for April 27, 2022. (Exhibits 42 & 43).

72. On April 27, 2022 a public hearing was held via Zoom pursuant to the Governor's

Executive Order with some in person attendance at which all the members of the public

were permitted to speak.

73. The Board, through their attorney, stated that the purpose of the hearing was to correct a

procedural issue identified by this Court (Exhibit 49, p.5) and that there had been no

changes to the Project, that all prior public comments, testimony, expert analysis, Board
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deliberation and discussions, public hearing information, prior pleadings and exhibits,

including the recommendations of the County Planning Board and submissions of any kind

were deemed part of the record of this current consideration (Exhibit 49 lines 3-17).

74. It was noted that the only update was to the status of the wetland mitigation (Exhibit 49, p

5, lines 18-20).

75. It was also noted that there were minor changes to the local law to comply with the

procedures set forth in the PDD regulations at §24-531 to 24-537 (Exhibit 49, p 6, lines

2-14).

76. Specifically, §24-531 states:

"Establishment of a planned development district shall be by amendment to this

chapter in accordance with the procedure in this division. This division is

applicable to planned development
districts."

(Exhibit 1).

77. The issue of what role the Town Planning Board plays in projects within a PDD district

arose during the multi-years review of this project.

78. Section 24-532(b) "Action of the Town Planning Board states:

"The To wn Planning Board may approve, approve with stated conditions or

disapprove an application for a zoning amendment and file a written report of

its decision with the Town Board. In reaching its decision the Town Planning
Board may recommend any conditions or restrictions upon the location,

construction or use or operation of the district as it shall deem necessary in order

to secure the general objectives of this
chapter."

(Exhibit 1).

79. Section 24-532(c) "Action by the Town Board"
states:

"When amended, the planned development district site plan and other

specifications and conditions shall become a part of the
amendment."

(Exhibit 1).

80. Pursuant to NYS Town Law §265, and Division 2 sections 24-36 of the Town Code, the

elected officials, Town Board, are the only body authorized to change a zoning
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classification. Appointed officials; the Town Planning Board, are not authorized under any

law or regulation to do so.

81. The role of the Town Planning Board is clearly advisory only as is commonly understood

by both the Town Board and Town Planning Board as is evidenced by Planning Board's

recommendation of approval for this project. (Exhibit 13).

82. The Town Board has reserved to itself site plan review powers in connection with the PDD

process in the Town of Vestal.

83. Section 24-532 - Procedure for Establishment of District - states the requirements for the

PDD application which includes a site plan to the scale of... showing use, location and

dimensions of buildings; ...open spaces, streets, vehicular circulation, storage areas, storm

drainage plan, etc. (Exhibit 1).

84. The requirements for site plan submission to the Planning Board are listed in Section 24-85

of the Code; separate and apart and different from those enumerated in the PDD regulations

for submission to the Town Board.

85. These separate instructions, in different sections of the Code, clearly evidences the Town

Board's intention to review and approve all aspects of projects, including site plans within

a PDD district.

86. Based on the above, there was no modification or amendment to any provisions of the

Town zoning laws; merely a clarification statement as to the procedures already existing.

Therefore, no notice or referral to the Town Planning Board or County Planning Board was

required.
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87. The Town Board, on April 27, 2022, held a Third Public Hearing and allowed everyone

who wanted to speak to be heard on this Project. Approximately 25 people spoke.

88. After the Public Hearing was closed, Attorney Berger noted that at the Board's request, he

had prepared a written evaluation of the magnitude and importance of the Project impacts

and determination of significance based upon SEQR deliberations and the Board had

reviewed it and found it accurate. (Exhibit 49, Page 49, lines 3-16).

89. Attorney Berger then led the Board through Part 2 of the EAF question by question.

(Exhibit 49, Page 49, line 17 through Page 65, line 3).

90. At each question, the Board's previous responses were noted and Attorney Berger asked

"Are there any additions or changes that the Board wishes to make to
that?"

(Exhibit 49,

Page 5, line 4-5).

91. At each question where potential impacts we e previously identified, the rationale of the

Board for determining that the noted potential impact is "no or small
impact"

is set forth.

92. Thereafter, the Board adopted the written determination and evaluation of impacts as

prepared in writing and unanimously issued a negative declaration of significance

concluding that the Project will result in no adverse impacts on the environment. (Exhibit

49, Page 63, line 24 through Page 65, line 2).

93. Local Law A of 2022 was subsequently unanimously passed by the Town Board. (Exhibit

49, Page 65-66).

94. It is respectfully submitted that this Town Board has conducted a remarkably thorough,

patient and well-reasoned review of this Project over many years. The process is

complicated, evolving and at times exhausting. Notwithstanding, this Board thoroughly
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reviewed and analyzed every document, study, public comment, letter, recommendation

and submission of any type. They know this Project. They were able to cite chapter and

verse in many sections of the voluminous Record. Their job is not an easy one. The loudest

voices are always those in opposition. The opposition is well organized and persistent as

is their right. The Town Board heard everything. That in light of this opposition they twice

found that the Project would not significantly harm the environment and approved it,

speaks to their commitment to do what they believe is best for the Town as a whole and

not just concede to the vocal opposition.

95. The fact that a newly elected Councilman chose to recuse himself from consideration of

this Project, given its years of prior review, is his right.

96. He had well over a month to review the Record of the 2021 proceedings -
easily available

to him as it had been consolidated in the Record of the 2021 lawsuit - if he had wished to

participate in the 2022 decision.

97. If he had an actual conflict of interest, it was his responsibility to recuse himself.

98. His decision was his alone and casts no pale over the efforts of the remaining four Board

Members and their decisions.

99. There can be no doubt that both the process and the decisions regarding this Project were

thoroughly evaluated, digested, questioned, discussed and that well-reasoned decisions

were made. Every consideration was given to all parties and multiple opportunities to

express opinions were provided over a three-year time frame.
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WHEREFORE, Applicants respectfully request an Order dismissing the Petition in its

entirety and for such other and further relief as the Court may deem proper.

Respectfully submitted,

Sarah Grace Campbell, Esq.

HINMAN, HOWARD & KATTELL, LLP

Attorneys for Respondents, LCD Acquisitions, LLC
and BHL Ventures, LLC

Office and Post Office Address

80 Exchange Street

P.O. Box 5250

Binghamton, New York 13902-5250

[Telephone: (607) 231-6730]
[Email: scampbell@hhk.com]
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CERTIFICATION BY COUNSEL OF WORD COUNT

This document was prepared by utilizing Microsoft Word and I have relied on the word

processing system to determine the word count herein. The word count for this document is 6139

words. This document complies with the word count limit set forth in § 202.8-b of the Uniform

Rules for New York State Trial Courts.

Dated: Clto # 3 , 20 )..1 By:

Binghamton, w York

Sarah Grace Campbell, Esq.

Hinman, Howard & Kattell, LLP

Attorneys for Respondents LCD

Acquisitions, LLC and BHL Ventures, LLC

80 Exchange Street, PO Box 5250

Binghamton, New York 13902-5250

Telephone: (607) 723-5341

Facsimile: (607) 723-6605

Email: scampbell@hhk.com
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